Products, decors and services
Discover what’s possible.
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More inspiration,
more haptics,
more services,
more possibilities.
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The EGGER Group
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The EGGER
Group is one of the world’s leading
Produktionsstandorte
Vertriebsstandorte
wood processing companies.
Founded in 1961, it now produces at 20 locations
1
Tours FR
1
St. Johann in Tirol AT
and operates 24 sales offices worldwide.
2
Kortrijk BE
2
Wörgl AT
EGGER products are found in many areas of private
3
Tistrup DK
3
Unterradlberg AT
and public life, including kitchens, bathrooms,
4
Kriens CH
4
Brilon DE
offices, living rooms and bedrooms.
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Bevern DE
Gifhorn DE
Bünde DE
Marienmünster DE
Wismar DE
Hexham UK
Barony UK
Rambervillers FR
Rion des Landes FR
Shuya RU
Gagarin RU
Rădăuți RO
Production
Gebze TR plants
Concordia AR
Biskupiec
St.
Johann inPLTirol AT
Lexington,
Wörgl
AT NC US
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Unterradlberg AT
Brilon DE
Bevern DE
Gifhorn DE
Bünde DE
Marienmünster DE
Wismar DE
Hexham UK
Barony UK
Rambervillers FR
Rion des Landes FR
Shuya RU
Gagarin RU
Rădăuţi RO
Gebze TR
Concordia AR
Biskupiec PL
Lexington, NC US
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Treviso IT
Šenčur SI
Varaždin HR
Hradec Krălově CZ
Poznań PL
Budapest HU
Belgrade RS
Sofia BG
Bucharest RO
Vilnius LT
Minsk BY
Kyiv UA
Moscow
RU
Sales locations
Almaty KZ
Shanghai
CN
Tours FR
Tokyo
JP BE
Kortrijk
Santiago
de DK
Chile CL
Tistrup
Melbourne
AU
Kriens CH
Buenos
Aires
Treviso IT AR
Ho Chi
Minh SI
City VN
ŠenČur
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Varaždin HR
Hradec Krălově CZ
Poznań PL
Budapest HU
Smederevo RS
Sofia BG
Bucureşti RO
Vilnius LT
Minsk BY
Kiev UA
Moscow RU
Almaty KZ
Shanghai CN
Tokyo JP
Santiago de Chile CL
Melbourne AU
Buenos Aires AR
Ho Chi Minh City VN
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More than just furniture and interior design

22

Our promise “More from wood” implies: In addition to products for furniture and interior design,
EGGER also offers wood-based flooring (laminate, cork and design floors) as well as building products.

Depending on the use of the room, floors must have specific
properties, while being easy and quick to install, robust, resilient,
easy to clean and environmentally friendly. With three different
flooring categories, EGGER covers the entire range of existing
customer needs.
www.egger.com/flooring

Whatever you are planning, with EGGER building products your
project will succeed in a straightforward, efficient and reliable
manner. You can choose from a wide range of environmentally
friendly OSB flooring and straight-edged boards, DHF underlay
boards, Ergo Board extension boards, as well as timber.
www.egger.com/building

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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The environmental cycle –
Why sustainability is more than just a word for us.

Wood-based materials production
and further processing
To continually improve our
environmental performance in the
production process, we are opting
for internationally certified energy
and environmental management
systems in accordance with
ISO 50001, ISO 14001 and EMAS.

Consumer / Product Environmental
Performance Assessments
We provide full transparency
with Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs). They provide
professionals with important
information on environmental
and health aspects, and are also
available to interested end-users –
for each of our base products.

Recycling
We recycle waste wood in
our production of woodbased materials. It comes
from disposed goods
such as furniture, pallets
or packaging material. In
this way we conserve fresh
resources and extend the
effect of CO₂ storage.

Use of sawmill by-products
We prefer to buy by-products from
regional and certified sawmills.
By using by-products we save
natural resources.

Sustainable forestry
We support the sustainable development
goals of the UN. With SDG 15, we are
committed to the protection and restoration
of terrestrial ecosystems and to promoting
the sustainable management of forests. Our
wood comes from 100 % verified legal and
controlled sources according to ISO 38200.
We buy roundwood preferably from certified
forests in the purchasing region.

6

EGGER sourcing
sustainable wood

Find out more at
www.egger.com/environment

Renewable energy
We convert heat into green
electricity in our own biomass
power plants. The biomass
and wood residues can no
longer be used as materials
in production.

Wood-based materials contribute to
climate protection …
… and you can now get an idea of how exactly they do it.
Because, for selected products in this brochure, we disclose information on their environmental performance:

Product structure:
Eurodekor melamine faced chipboard

1

1

CO₂ footprint*
Wood-based materials are climate-friendly.
They bind more carbon dioxide than they emit
during production.

2

Contribution to the bioeconomy**
Wood-based materials grow back.
Unlike fossil raw materials, wood is a renewable
resource.

3

Contribution to the circular economy**
We conserve natural resources.
We act in cycles and make the best possible use
of existing wood.

4

Wood proportion from the regional environment
We focus on short distance transportation.
Our used roundwood is mainly procured regionally.

5

Wood proportion from verified and certified sources
We use wood from verified and certified sources.
We are committed to sustainable forest management
and control of our supply chains.

– 13.8 kg CO₂ / m2

2

87 % material from renewable resources
13 % material from fossil resources

3

23 % recycled material
42 % by-products from the sawmill industry
and pre-consumer recycling wood
35 % fresh resources

4

68 % regional wood origin

5

100 % verified legal wood origin
61 % of that certified

More information on our
sustainability indicators under
www.egger.com/ecofacts
Status 2021. For current figures please visit our product pages
www.egger.com/products-interior

Full transparency from us and no paperwork for you
Save time and effort on publicly tendered or sustainably certified projects when it comes to submitting the right documents.
Information on environmental and health aspects is already available – thanks to “fully declared” EGGER products.

* externally verified calculation according to EN 15804, see EPD

→ Find out more at www.egger.com/environment

** own calculation according to the rules of ISO 14021 for
environmental supplier declarations, proportion by dry
weight. The values are related to the average product
structure and may deviate slightly depending on the thickness
and selected coating
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Furnish a “healthy home”
with our products
We are aware of the growing importance of
indoor air quality. This is why we intensively
test the emissions of our products and also
have them tested by independent institutes
for their suitability for “healthy homes”.

The following products for furniture and interior design are certified according to
“TÜV PROFiCERT-product interior”. This confirms that you are purchasing safe products
that are suitable for “healthy homes”. For you, this means that you work with products
that have been tested for harmful substances and at the same time are able to confirm
compliance with international emission requirements.

Eurodekor E1E05 TSCA P2 CE,
Eurodekor Flammex E1E05 TSCA P2 CE

Eurodekor MDF E1E05 TSCA ST CE,
Eurodekor MDF E1E05 TSCA MB CE,
Eurodekor MDF Flammex E1E05 TSCA
ST CE

Compact laminates with black core,
Compact laminates Flammex CE

Compact laminates
with coloured core

Example

TÜV PROFiCERT-product Interior (Premium)
complies with the following international
emission limits:
 AgBB 2018
 BREAAM Exemplary Level
 ChemVerbotsV E1 DE 2020
 Émissions dans l’air intérieur: A+
 Finnish M1 classification
 The Austrian Ecolabel, Guideline UZ 07
 Belgian VOC Regulation
 Annex 8 MVV TB (ABG)
 CAM Italy
 LEED v4 (outside North America)
 DE-UZ 76 (Blauer Engel)

Find out more at
www.egger.com/healthy-living-products
Laminates,
Laminats with coloured core,
Laminates XL
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PerfectSense Feelwood
Lacquered Boards

What do wood-based materials emit?
The most common emissions from wood and
wood-based materials are terpenes, aldehydes
and organic acids. Depending on the type of
wood and processing, these occur in different
proportions and concentrations.

» Terpenes
as natural components, which occur
mainly in conifers and generate the
typical wood odour; for example,
pine and Swiss pine fragrance.

» Aldehydes

» Organic acids

are formed through oxidation from the fatty acids
contained in the wood and atmospheric oxygen. This
process, the so-called secondary oxidation, always
takes place when the wood is in use and is reinforced
by the drying and hot pressing of the boards in
contrast to natural air drying. The typical smell after
mowing the lawn is an example of natural aldehydes
(hexanal).

are, for example, acetic and hexanoic
acid. Acetic acid occurs in the hardwood
and spruce wood used. It is a food
preservative and is included in the
WHO list of essential medicines.
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Did you know that our products
have an antibacterial surface property?
Bacteria and germs are reduced by 99.9 % (ISO 22196)
within 24 hours on the hygienically sealed and closed
surfaces of our Eurodekor melamine-resin-coated
boards, PerfectSense lacquered boards, laminates,
worktops, compact laminates and floors.

This characteristic also prevents the bacteria from
breeding. Thus, the products mentioned are particularly
suitable for areas that are subject to certain hygiene
requirements.

The certified antibacterial surface property is
independent of decor, texture and coreboard. With
our decor and material combination, you can use one
and the same decor for different applications – even

in areas with high hygiene requirements. Our portfolio
of products with antibacterial surface properties is
complemented by our flooring range.

Eurodekor®
melamine faced
chipboards
 Eurodekor chipboard and
MDF boards
 Eurolight decor
 Eurodekor Flammex
 Eurodekor MDF Flammex

PerfectSense®
lacquered boards
 PerfectSense Premium Gloss
 PerfectSense Premium Matt
 PerfectSense Feelwood

Laminates
 Laminates
 Laminates XL
 Laminates PerfectSense Topmatt/
Premium Gloss
 Door size laminates
 Laminates with coloured core
 Laminates Flammex
 Laminates PerfectSense Topmatt/
Premium Gloss with coloured core

Worktops

Compact laminates

Flooring

 Compact worktops
 PerfectSense Topmatt worktops
with edging
 Feelwood worktops with edging
 Postformed worktops

 Compact laminates
black core CE
 Compact laminates coloured core
CE
 Compact laminates Flammex CE
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Laminate Flooring
Laminate Flooring Aqua+
Design Flooring GreenTec
Comfort Flooring

For your safety:
Demonstrably tested
Our products are produced without the addition
of antibacterial additives and are tested according
to the most important, internationally recognised
test method (ISO 22196 = JIS Z 2801) for evaluating
antibacterial activity. In addition, our products
are certified by the independent, external Institut
Hohenstein.
The reduction value is decisive for evaluating
antibacterial activity: How many germs still exist
after 24 hours compared with the start of the test?
In the tests carried out, the products listed on the
left achieved the effectiveness “strong”, value of
antibacterial effect A ≥ 3.
Example:
Certificate for Eurodekor

Effectiveness of antibacterial
properties

Value of the antibacterial
effect A [log10KBE]

none

A<2

significant

2≤A<3

strong

A≥3
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Get the best from the
EGGER Decorative Collection
Discover a world of possibilities with our EGGER Decorative
Collection: More choices, more haptics, more inspiration,
more services.
The EGGER Decorative Collection

The EGGER Decorative Collection App

Egger
Decorative
Collection
Melamine-resin-coated boards,
laminates and edging in decor match

Download the EGGER Decorative
Collection App now.

Get ready for an
enhanced experience
1.	Launch the EGGER Decorative Collection
App on your smartphone
2.	Use the scanning function to capture
any decor code in the brochure.
3.	Get access to
 availability information
 your selected decor
as a full board and in 3D
 quick sample ordering
 decor combinations
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This brochure combines the entire collection with
products, decors, textures and trends, and links to
all the content in the EGGER Decorative Collection
App as well as further information available online:
www.egger.com.
With the app, the entire collection is always within
reach.
The app helps with quick decision-making
and gives you easy access to what you need

to implement your great ideas. For even more
comprehensive customer service, samples are
available in various formats that you can order
quickly and easily via the app.
F ind out more about the app at
www.egger.com/app

EGGER Virtual Design Studio
The EGGER Virtual Design Studio is an online
tool which supports your trend-oriented design
consulting. Use our Virtual Design Studio to help
your customers make a decision. At the touch
of a button, you can display all the decors in the
EGGER Decorative Collection as well as all the

latest flooring decors in different room settings
and use the comparison mode to test two designs
in one room at the same time. All functions can
be integrated easily and free of charge into your
website.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Products for furniture and interior design
Whether you are designing a living space or a public project, EGGER offers you everything from
a single source and makes your design work more flexible than ever. Our decors are available in
reproductions of almost every material and can be delivered with short lead times. This is how
the product selection works: quick and straightforward.

Eurodekor
F205 ST9
ABS edge
H3349 ST19

Laminate
F205 ST9
Eurodekor
H3349 ST19
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PerfectSense Topmatt
worktop with edging
U999 PT

Eurodekor
H3349 ST19
ABS edge
F205 ST9

Eurodekor
F205 ST9

Eurodekor
H3349 ST19

Laminate
F205 ST9

Eurodekor
F205 ST9

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Eurodekor Flammex
H3330 ST36

ABS edge
U660 ST9

Eurodekor
U660 ST9

Eurodekor
H1344 ST32

Laminate
U899 ST9
Laminate PerfectSense Topmatt
F627 PT

Eurodekor Plus
H3408 ST38
Eurodekor Plus
H3330 ST36

Laminate with coloured core
U8991 ST9

Laminate with coloured core
U7081 ST9
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Eurodekor
U600 ST9

ABS edge
H3330 ST36

ABS edge
U600 ST9
Laminate
U660 ST9

Eurodekor Plus
H1318 ST10

Eurolight decor
H3330 ST36

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Decor
match
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You don't want to compromise on design and
quality in your projects. And with our tried-andtested decor and material combination you
don't have to. All decors are available on classic
melamine faced chipboard or MDF boards,
Eurolight lightweight boards and as laminates.
In addition, we offer you edging solutions that
are perfectly matched to the decor and texture.

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.
For detailed information on the mentioned product characteristics and
their reference to standards, please refer to the technical data sheets in
the download area on the respective product page.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Eurodekor® melamine faced chipboard
YOUR BENEFITS
Universally applicable
Resistant to abrasion and scratches
Lightfast
Recyclable
Ready for immediate use – no oiling, staining or
other protective measures required
 Authentic-looking decors and surfaces
 Available in decors and textures which coordinate
with other EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)






Eurodekor melamine faced chipboards (in accordance
with EN 14322) consist of raw chipboard that is covered
on both sides with decorative paper. They are suitable
for horizontal or vertical applications in furniture and
interior design, such as fronts, shelves, wardrobes or
wall cladding.
We offer a contemporary, aesthetically sophisticated
solution in proven EGGER quality as part of the
decor and material combination. Depending on the
application and stress, choose the right coreboard for
your project.

F416 ST10

H1714 ST19
Product structure

Melamine resin impregnated
Decorative paper
Eurospan chipboard

Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

– 13.8 kg CO₂ / m2

87% materials from renewable resources
13% materials from fossil resources
23% recycled material
42% by-products from the sawing industry
and pre-consumer recycled wood
35% fresh resources
68% regional wood origin

100% verified legal wood origin
61% of which certified

20

Scan the decor code using the app.

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/eurodekor

Eurodekor® melamine faced MDF boards
YOUR BENEFITS
Eurodekor MDF (in accordance with EN 14322)
combines the properties of an MDF board with the
variety of EGGER decors. Its physical properties make
it very suitable for use in furniture and interior design.
EGGER MDF medium-density fibreboards enhanced
with a decorative melamine resin coating are used as
coreboard.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/eurodekor-mdf

Product structure

Easy profiling
High physical properties
Low swelling behaviour
Resistant to abrasion and scratches
Lightfast
Authentic-looking decors and surfaces
Available in decors and textures which coordinate
with other EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)









– 11.1 kg CO₂ / m2
Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper
MDF board
Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

85% materials from renewable resources
15% materials from fossil resources
44% by-products from the sawing industry
56% fresh resources

60% regional wood origin

100% verified legal wood origin
80% of which certified

H1714 ST19

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Eurolight® decor
YOUR BENEFITS
Lightweight
High bending strength
Resource-conserving thanks to lower wood content
Lightfast
Authentic-looking decors and surfaces
Available in decors and textures which coordinate
with other EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)







The Eurolight decor melamine faced lightweight
board (in accordance with EN 14322) is a decorative
composite board consisting of decorative woodbased material top layers that enclose a lightweight
cardboard honeycomb core. Eurolight decor is
available in the decor and texture combinations of
the EGGER Decorative Collection.
F ind out more about the Eurolight decor at
www.egger.com/eurolight-decor

Product structure

Top layer with melamine resin
impregnated decorative paper
8 mm chipboard top layer

Cardboard honeycomb core
8 mm chipboard top layer

Top layer with melamine resin
impregnated decorative paper

– 7.86 kg CO₂ / m2

88% materials from renewable resources
12% materials from fossil resources
43% recycled material
23% by-products from the sawing industry
34% Fresh resources
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H3330 ST36

Eurodekor® Plus
YOUR BENEFITS
Due to their multi-layered construction, these
boards are suitable for heavy-duty applications
in the contract sector, such as office furniture,
furniture in public areas or for high-quality shop
fittings. The ML multi-layered construction is
realised with underlay (barrier paper). Underlays
are used in the ML construction with brown papers
(standard decors), in the MW construction with
white papers for W1001.

Higher impact resistance
Increased bending strength
Lightfast
Recyclable
Authentic-looking decors and surfaces
Available in decors and textures which coordinate
with other EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)








F ind out more at
www.egger.com/eurodekorplus

Product structure

Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

Barrier paper white

Brown barrier paper

Coreboard according to
intended use

Coreboard according to
intended use

White barrier paper

Brown barrier paper

Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

Melamine resin impregnated
decorative paper

Scan the decor code using the app.

H3330 ST36
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Laminates
YOUR BENEFITS
The multi-layered construction of laminates and
the materials used to this end ensure high levels
of usability. Thanks to their postforming property,
almost all laminates can be postformed. MED-certified
laminates are available for use in shipbuilding.

 Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
 Hygienic and food-safe
 Wood reproductions offer a cost-effective alternative
to solid wood and veneer
 Available in decors and textures which coordinate
with other EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/laminates

Product structure
Overlay (for
printed decors)

Scan the decor code using the app.

Decorative impregnated
paper
Impregnated kraft
sulphate paper
Reverse side paper

2.03 kg CO₂ / m2

60% materials from renewable resources
40% materials from fossil resources

U600 ST9

24

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

100% fresh resources

Laminates XL
YOUR BENEFITS
Laminate XL decors show their width advantage
in large-area applications. They are available in
the optimised size 2,790 × 2,060 × 0.8 mm. In the
case of wood reproductions, the surface texture is
synchronised with the decor image. The resulting
look and feel can hardly be distinguished from
solid wood or veneer. Laminate XL decors are ideal
for extra-wide interior doors, e.g. in hospitals.
MED-certified XL laminates are available for use in
shipbuilding. All variants cannot be postformed.

 Extra wide format can reduce cutting waste
 Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
 Natural look and feel thanks to synchronised pore
surface in all wood reproductions
 Also available in selected uni decors
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/laminates-xl

Scan the decor code using the app.

H3408 ST38

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Laminates with coloured core
YOUR BENEFITS
 Continuous, homogeneous look
 Enables almost invisible joints and butt joints
 Underlines the design of the furniture on narrow
sides without edging
 Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

Laminates with coloured core consist of several
layers of the same decorative impregnate. Mitred
joints and butt edges are thus almost invisible.
In combination with a solid wood edge band, the
coloured core enhances the design of the board's
narrow side. According to the standard, laminates with
coloured cores cannot be postformed. MED-certified
laminates with coloured core are available for use in
shipbuilding.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/coloured-core-laminates

U8991 ST9

U7081 ST9
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Laminates PerfectSense®
Topmatt/Premium Gloss/with coloured core
YOUR BENEFITS
Laminates PerfectSense Topmatt are characterised
by their super-matt, velvety-warm lacquer surface
and anti-fingerprint property. Laminates PerfectSense
Premium Gloss impress with their high-gloss lacquer
surface. It adds to the decors a special reflective
nature and lustre. Both laminate variants are resistant
to abrasion, impact and scratches and therefore
ideal for use on horizontal or vertical surfaces with
increased stress. PerfectSense laminates with
coloured core are available for mitred furniture.
This makes joints and butt edges almost invisible.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/perfectsense-topmatt
www.egger.com/laminates-premiumgloss
www.egger.com/laminates-pt-coloured-core
www.egger.com/laminates-pg-coloured-core

 Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
 Hygienic and food-safe
 Perfectly combinable with PerfectSense
Lacquered Boards and edging
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance
with ISO 22196 (=JIS Z 2801)
Topmatt:
 Super-matt, velvety-warm lacquer surface
 Anti-fingerprint property
Premium Gloss:
 High-gloss lacquer surface
 Special reflective nature and lustre

Product structure
Lacquer coat

Lacquer coat

Decorative paper

Impregnated decorative paper

Impregnated kraft
sulphate paper

Impregnated
decorative papers

Reverse side paper

Reverse side paper

Scan the decor code using the app.

F206 PT

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Door size laminates
YOUR BENEFITS
 Optimised door formats from stock and a quantity
of one
 Coordinated design from the furniture to the
interior door
 Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/doorlaminate

Scan the decor code using the app.

F627 PT
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Thanks to their resistant surface, the laminates
are highly suitable for the decorative design of
interior doors. 81 decors are available in the door
formats 2,150 × 950/1,020 mm and in the format
2,800 × 1,310 × 0.8 mm from stock and a quantity
of one. Thanks to the EGGER matching decors and
structures, these decors can be ideally combined
with direct-coated boards and edging. This creates a
perfectly coordinated interior design from the door to
the furniture.

Laminate bonded boards
YOUR BENEFITS
Laminate bonded boards are composite elements
consisting of raw chipboard or MDF boards that are
coated on both sides with decorative laminate.
A wide range of laminate options and dimensions
are available.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/laminate-bonded-boards

Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Hygienic and food-safe
Resistant to stains
Available in decors and textures that match other
EGGER products
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)





Product structure
Decorative laminate
Coreboard according to
intended use
Decorative laminate or an
alternative laminate balancer

84% materials from renewable resources
16% materials from fossil resources
21% recycled material
32% by-products from the sawing industry
47% fresh resources

W1000 ST9

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Edging
Seamless furniture or furniture with
accentuated designs can be created by
matching the decorative board and edging
in terms of colour, texture, and degree
of gloss. The wide range of edges in the
EGGER Decorative Collection offers solutions
for all your design wishes – whether colourand decor-coordinated or in contrast.

Find out more at

www.egger.com/edgings

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.

For detailed information on the mentioned product characteristics and
their reference to standards, please refer to the technical data sheets in
the download area on the respective product page.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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ABS edging
YOUR BENEFITS
 Available in matching decors and textures
 Optically and haptically matched to the respective
board decor and texture
 Board material and edging from a single source
saves time and effort
 Large selection of thicknesses and widths
 Food-safe
 Available from one roll

ABS edging is used to edge coated wood-based
materials such as chipboard, MDF and lightweight
boards. It offers the right finish for decorative coatings.
Safety edges ABS are available in a wide range of
widths and thicknesses. In terms of decor, texture and
gloss level, they are matched to the EGGER decors and
products.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/abs-edging

Scan the decor code using the app.

H1345 ST32
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ABS end-grain edging
YOUR BENEFITS
The end-grain edging underlines the natural effect of
the decors. It replicates the look of a log cut across its
length with visible annual rings and, in combination
with the matching long edge, creates a harmonious
overall look.






Similar to nature's model
Optically matched to the respective board decor
Food-safe
Available from one roll

F or more details see
www.egger.com/end-grain-edgings

Q1346 RO

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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ABS & PMMA accent edging
YOUR BENEFITS






Cost-efficient highlighting
Realisation of trend designs
Skilful accent setting
Available from one roll
Food-safe

ABS and PMMA accent edging in the EGGER Decorative
Collection showcases how the greatest possible effect
can be achieved with little effort.
Furniture design is increasingly focused on combining
a variety of materials. Accent edges in combination
with uni colours or wood and material reproductions
enable a variety of creative combinations.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/edgings

Scan the decor code using the app.

F8911 PM
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Doppia:
Using these turns a piece of furniture into a design element in the
room. Together with the PerfectSense Premium Matt or Premium
Gloss surfaces, these accent edges create the visual impression
of real glass.
Duo:
They consist of two strips of the same size in different looks, the
strips are matched to two decors. An inside-outside look can be
achieved by placing this edging on a board with the same decor
appearance.
Trio:
Their colour and design combinations emphasise the contrast
between different material looks, from woodgrain to metal, and
thus offer numerous design options.

Carbon:
It can be used to create a strong accent, bringing a 'material'
character into focus. Or a more harmonious contrast can be
created when combined with aluminium, black, or black wood
types.
Linea:
This edging variant adds a strong graphic accent to many
uni colours, wood and material reproductions. It harmonises
particularly well with aluminium, black, or black wood types.
Its linear texture can be felt as well as seen.
Three-layer:
This creates the look of a solid three-layer particleboard. It can
also be used to create a natural accent in combination with uni
colours.

Multiplex:
Using multiplex is again very popular in interior design. Multiplex
edging offers the possibility to combine the look of a thin-coated
multiplex board with the entire range of our uni colours.

Used Metal:
This edging can be used to create strong accents in combination
with white uni colours and adds a modern material contrast.
Brown wood or grey uni colours also work well colour-wise with
this edging.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Compact
laminates

36

With our compact laminates you can meet
your customers' requests for a robust, foodsafe and moisture-resistant material. Thanks
to minimal waste when cutting the board, you
can execute your projects in an economical
and cost-efficient manner. Additional products
are available in a decor match for room
designs that look as if they have been cast
from a single mould.

Find out more at

www.egger.com/compactlaminates

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.

For detailed information on the mentioned product characteristics and
their reference to standards, please refer to the technical data sheets in
the download area on the respective product page.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Compact laminates
YOUR BENEFITS







Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Moisture-resistant
Hygienic
Food-safe
Resistant to many cleaning products and chemicals
Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

Compact laminates have an attractive design and
excellent product properties. Their durability and
moisture resistance make them the ideal material
for interior applications with increased stress
and special attention to hygiene and cleanliness.
In addition to kitchens, bathrooms and sanitary
rooms, this also includes clean rooms, hospitals or
restaurants.

Scan the decor code using the app.
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Product structure
Overlay (for wood and material reproductions)

Resin impregnated decorative paper

Resin impregnated core layers

Resin-impregnated decorative paper

Overlay (for wood and material reproductions)

60% materials from renewable resources
40% materials from fossil resources

100% fresh resources

H1710 ST10

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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PerfectSense
lacquered boards
®

40

The high-quality PerfectSense lacquered
boards with matt or high-gloss surface impress
with visual perfection and appealing haptics.
The surfaces upgraded with multiple layers
of lacquer are excellently suited for use in the
upmarket furniture segment and lend interior
furnishings a noble character.

Find out more at

www.egger.com/perfectsense

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.

For detailed information on the mentioned product characteristics and
their reference to standards, please refer to the technical data sheets in
the download area on the respective product page.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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PerfectSense® Premium Matt lacquered boards
YOUR BENEFITS
 Thanks to their matt surface, they are bang on trend
 Anti-fingerprint property – particularly advantageous
for dark decors
 Reduced cleaning effort
 Insensitive to conventional stains
 Resistant to many cleaning agents
 Resistant to heat and moisture
 Horizontal application possibilities (except kitchen
worktops)
 Resistant to micro-scratches, such as those that can
occur during cleaning
 Withstands even coarser scratches
 Supplied with protective film
 Optimised size
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)
 Food-safe

PerfectSense Premium Matt stands out from other
furniture surfaces with its look and feel. The special
anti-fingerprint property reduces fingerprints on the
surface and minimises the cleaning effort.
The on-trend, velvety-warm feel invites you to touch it
and feel good.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/perfectsense-matt

Product structure

Protective film
UV top coat
Base coat
Primer
Impregnated
decorative paper
MDF board
Impregnated
decorative paper

U999 PM
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PerfectSense® Premium Gloss lacquered boards
YOUR BENEFITS
PerfectSense Premium Gloss impresses with its
very special gloss and depth. These properties were
previously found in very expensive materials such as
glass. The homogeneous MDF material as a coreboard
has a positive effect on the properties of the high-end
surface.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/perfectsense-gloss

Modern
Mirror finish and depth
Insensitive to conventional stains
Resistant to many cleaning agents
Resistant to heat and moisture
Improved surface properties in terms of microscratch and scratch resistance
 Optimised size
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)
 Food-safe







– 10.2 kg CO₂ / m2

87% materials from renewable resources
13% materials from fossil resources
74% by-products from the sawing industry
26% fresh resources

60% regional wood origin

100% verified legal wood origin
80% of which certified

Scan the decor code using the app.

U999 PG

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Perfectly coordinated
Matching ABS edging is available for all
PerfectSense lacquered boards.
You will also find the right laminate for the
realisation of a consistent room/decor concept.
 Laminates PerfectSense Premium Gloss for
PerfectSense Premium Gloss lacquered boards.
 Laminate PerfectSense Topmatt for PerfectSense
Premium Matt lacquered boards.

PerfectSense Premium Gloss
lacquered board U999 PG

PerfectSense Premium Matt
lacquered board U999 PM

PerfectSense Gloss edging (ABS)
U999 PG

PerfectSense Matt edging (ABS)
U999 PM

PerfectSense Premium Gloss
Laminate U999 PG

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate
U999 PT

Creating accents
The use of two-tone Doppia edging (PMMA) turns
the edge of a piece of furniture into a design
feature. Together with Premium Matt or Premium
Gloss surfaces, these accent edges create the
visual impression of real glass.

Discover our edging in the
EGGER Decorative Collection App.

U8801 PM
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PerfectSense® Feelwood
lacquered boards
A range for the senses

With the product innovation PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered boards, we raise
the look and feel of wood-based materials to a new level – and you inspire your
customers. The innovation combines a matt, velvety-warm lacquer finish with
synchronised textures and anti-fingerprint property on a sustainable woodbased coreboard.
Find out more about the new product at www.egger.com/perfectsense-feelwood

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Worktops

46

New decors, new surfaces, new products,
new thicknesses: The extended range of
EGGER worktops opens the way for multiple
possibilities. In addition to the well-known
postformed worktops and Feelwood worktops
with edging, there are two new options that can
help you implement the current trend of thin
work surfaces: The hard-wearing and supermatt PerfectSense Topmatt worktops with
edging as well as the 12 mm thin, moistureresistant compact laminate worktops with
various core colours.

Find out more at

www.egger.com/worktops

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.

For detailed information on the
product properties mentioned
and their reference to standards,
please refer to the technical data
sheets in the download area on
the respective product page.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Postformed worktops
YOUR BENEFITS
Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Hygienic and food-safe
Resistant to stains
Heat-resistant
Matching decor splashback panels and perfectly
coordinated wall end strips available
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)






Postformed worktops (mod. 300/3) are the
established, classic worktops. Thanks to the seamless
lamination of the surface they wrap around the curve
and underneath the worktop. On the front longitudinal
edge, the thin chip support edge ensures improved
surface calm.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/postforming-worktops

88% materials from renewable resources
12% materials from fossil resources

Product structure
Decorative laminate

Chipboard
Balancer

25% recycled material
41% by-products from the sawing industry
and pre-consumer recycled wood
34% fresh resources
68% regional wood origin

UV lacquer coating
Supporting edge

F121 ST87
48

Sealing

100% verified legal wood origin
61% of which certified

Feelwood worktops with edging
YOUR BENEFITS
Feelwood worktops with edging (mod. 100/1.5) achieve
their authentic appearance and naturalness through
the texture synchronised with the decor image. The
front longitudinal edge is finished with a 1.5 mm
thick ABS edge to match the decor. The additionally
available end-grain edging for the transverse edging
reinforces the natural impression of the decors and
creates an overall appearance that can hardly be
distinguished from solid wood. The result is a highquality worktop with clear lines that also offers a
modern look.

Very natural looking synchronised pore surface
Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Hygienic and food-safe
Resistant to stains
Heat-resistant
Matching decor splashback panels and perfectly
coordinated wall end strips available
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)







F ind out more at
www.egger.com/feelwood-worktops
88% materials from renewable resources
12% materials from fossil resources

Decorative coating

25% recycled material
41% by-products from the sawing industry
and pre-consumer recycled wood
34% fresh resources

Chipboard

68% regional wood origin

Product structure

Balancer

100% verified legal wood origin
61% of which certified

ABS edging

H3176 ST37

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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PerfectSense® Topmatt worktops with edging
YOUR BENEFITS









Super-matt velvety-warm lacquer surface
Anti-fingerprint property
Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Hygienic and food-safe
Resistant to stains
Heat-resistant
Modern, thin look
Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

The new PerfectSense Topmatt worktop with edging
(mod. 100/1.5) based on a 16 mm MDF board is a
very attractive, thin solution. In combination with
the super-matt, velvety-warm PerfectSense Topmatt
laminate surface and its anti-fingerprint property, this
worktop meets the trend for thin, yet matt materials.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/topmatt-worktops

Product structure
Decorative laminate
MDF board
Laminate balancer

ABS edging

83% materials from renewable resources
17% materials from fossil resources
61% by-products from the sawing industry
39% fresh resources

60% regional wood origin

100% verified legal wood origin
80% of which certified

50
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Scan the decor code using the app.

F206 PT

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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U999 ST76
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Compact laminate worktops
YOUR BENEFITS
The 12 mm thin compact laminate worktops
(mod. 90/1.0) is finished with a bevelled edge
on the longitudinal edges. The core colours black,
white, light grey and dark grey are coordinated
with the decors.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/compact-worktops

Moisture-resistant
Resistant to abrasion, impact and scratches
Hygienic and food-safe
Resistant to stains
Modern, thin look
No edging or subsequent edge processing
necessary
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)








Product structure
Overlay (for wood and material
reproductions)
Resin impregnated decorative paper
Resin impregnated core layers
Resin impregnated decorative paper
Overlay (for wood and material
reproductions)

60% materials from renewable resources
40% materials from fossil resources

100% fresh resources

Scan the decor code using the app.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Splashback panels and accessories
YOUR BENEFITS
 Splash protection resistant to abrasion, impact and
scratches
 Available in the same decor and texture as the
worktop
 Also available in 5 contrast decors
 Ideal for covering an existing tiled splashback area
 Easier to process than e.g. glass
 Antibacterial surface properties in accordance with
ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)

Splashback panels give the kitchen a modern,
attractive look. Designed in the same decor or as a
contrast splashback panel, this makes the splash
guard an eye-catcher. They are available from stock
in all worktop decors and also in 5 contrasting
decors in the format 4,100 × 640 × 8 mm and are
based on chipboard coated on both sides with
laminate.
F ind out more at
www.egger.com/splashback-panels

Scan the decor code using the app.

F206 PT
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Accessories
Laminates
For all worktops there is a
laminate in the same decor
and texture available from
stock in single sheet quantities. For most of the worktops, a 0.60 mm thick and
1,310 mm wide laminate is
also available, which we will be happy to cut to the desired
length between 2,000 and 5,610 mm.

Fastening set for sinks
The fastening set for
sinks includes solid
wood slats (two each in
1,000 × 20 × 16 mm and
500 × 20 × 16 mm format)
and matching screws for
PerfectSense Topmatt
worktops. In the case of compact laminate worktops,
the profile can be glued together.

ABS edging
For worktops with chipboard
or MDF coreboard, we offer a
coordinated edging solution
from stock. For compact
laminate worktops, no
additional edging is required.
For Feelwood worktops
with the synchronised surface textures ST32 and ST37, also
ABS edging with an end-grain appearance is available. The
decorative reference of these accent edges starts with a “Q”.

Metal traverse for floor
cabinets
Metal traverses are a proven
solution for cabinet and
worktop stabilisation. They
also allow the screwing of
the worktops onto the floor
cabinet. Metal crossbars for
cooker and sink base units in cabinet widths 600, 800, 900,
1,000, 1,200 mm are available from stock.

Worktop connectors
16 mm MDF worktops and
12 mm compact laminate
worktops require the use of
special fittings. The connectors are adapted to the
thickness of the worktop and
are available from stock in
pairs.

Sealing for corner joints
The sealing optimally protects
the corner joint against
moisture penetration. It is
available in grey, white, black
and brown.
Connector for 16 mm worktops

Connector for 12 mm worktops

Worktop wall profiles
For all postformed worktops
and Feelwood worktops with
edging, we offer matching
wall end strips in the
format 4,100 × 25 × 25 mm
individually packed in foil.
Matching inside and outside
corners as well as end caps are also available from stock.

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/worktop-accessories

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Flammex
56

Flame-retardant products
YOUR BENEFITS
Schools, hospitals, hotels, shops and other
public institutions have very high needs for fire
protection. In order to offer the highest level
of safety for the planning and design of these
buildings, our flame-retardant products are
classified in accordance with EN 13501-1.
Flammex products are highly functional without
limiting design flexibility. Eurodekor Flammex P2
CE, Eurodekor Flammex Hydro P3 CE, Eurodekor
MDF Flammex CE and laminates Flammex are
available in over 200 different decors. The
selection of compact laminates Flammex CE with
black core includes over 180 designs.

 Realisation of projects with increased fire
protection requirements
 Classified as B – low flammability with very limited
contribution to fire
 Balanced product range for a wide variety of
applications
 Decor and material combination with non-fireretardant products for holistic designs

F ind out more at
www.egger.com/flammex

In the app, filter decors for products with low flammability.

H3453 ST22

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Textures &
Surfaces

58

In the age of advancing digitalisation, the
feel of an object has become increasingly
important. That is why we pay particular
attention to our textures and surfaces. The
harmonious feel which complements the
decor image completes the overall design.
With expressiveness, character, depth, and
naturalness, we come as close as possible
to the original. You can therefore create
outstanding projects to the full satisfaction
of your customers.

Please note that the textures ST16 Mineral Plaster, ST19 Deepskin
Excellent, ST20 Metal Brushed and ST87 Mineral Ceramic are no longer
available as Eurodekor in multi-layered construction.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Wood textures
Only the right texture makes a woodgrain reproduction stand out. Our woodgrain textures are created with matt-gloss effects,
gently brushed pores, soft hollows or a natural appearance.

ST10

Deepskin Rough

An authentic texture for natural, striking, and rustic decors,
well suited for solid wood reproductions.

ST19

Deepskin Excellent

It combines cut flowered sections with linear areas. The matt
and gloss woodgrain of the texture gives the decor an exciting
yet natural overall appearance. On calm and lightly-planked
wood reproductions, it looks as if it is synchronised. It seems
like lacquered wood on uni colours.
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ST12

Omnipore Matt

An all-over pore finish, with irregular distribution and pores
of various depth, which give the surface a natural appearance.
A light sub-texture provides a velvet touch.

ST22

Deepskin Linear

This texture adds to linear and lively woodgrain decors more
naturalness and a reflective nature thanks to its feel and mattgloss areas.

Feelwood
The name Feelwood already suggests the visual and sensory experience and therefore the added value offered by these textures.
Feelwood provides a quality that combines the best of two product worlds:
Thanks to the perfect coordination of texture and decor, these textures look and feel almost like veneer or solid wood. At the
same time, they also offer the performance advantages of a melamine-resin-coated surface.

ST28

Feelwood Nature

This texture is synchronised to the pressure cylinder of the
Gladstone Oak and reinforces the sandblasted character of
the oak.

ST33

Feelwood Crafted

The Feelwood Crafted texture displays an interplay of matt and
light-gloss elements. The matt and softly brushed pore gives
the surface a beautiful reflective nature, resulting in a very
natural look that shines with a pearlescent effect.

ST37

Feelwood Rift

The ST37 Feelwood Rift texture showcases the authentic look
of a solid wood surface. It's texture is synchronised with the
decor series Halifax Oak, which features deep and tactile
cracks.

ST32

Feelwood Vintage

It has been synchronised with the decor image of the
Sherman Oak. Its reclaimed or used wood look is particularly
in demand. The visual damage and markings in the wood are
accentuated by the synchronised pore texture.

ST36

Feelwood Brushed

This texture exhibits a deeply brushed yet very natural,
matt character that gives many different types of wood an
extremely authentic feel.

ST38

Feelwood Pinegrain

The texture features a brushed softwood finish with a
high-quality mother-of-pearl effect made of matt and gloss
elements. Uni colours in combination with this texture look
like painted or lacquered solid wood.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Material and metal textures
Reproductions of stone and metal are becoming increasingly important. These decors are given the desired authenticity and
character through the appropriate texture.

ST16

Mineral Plaster

It has a plastered look, containing both deep and raw,
smooth and glossy elements. It creates an industrial effect on
concrete, metal, and stone reproductions.

ST75

Mineral Satin

It was developed especially for worktops. The texture gives
material reproductions a matt and velvety feel. It works
particularly well on marble.

ST87

Mineral Ceramic

This texture exhibits pronounced matt-gloss effects,
simulating the surface and feel of a ceramic sheet.
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ST20

Metal Brushed

This texture was developed to enhance decors reproducing
real materials. It gives the pearlescent and metallic decors the
look and feel of finely polished metal.

ST76

Mineral Rough Matt

This texture is based on a mottled and softly brushed natural
stone surface. It can be applied on a number of different stone
reproductions, including on slate and marble.

ST89

Mineral Rock

The texture displays a granite character through its rough
texture, reflective nature and with the interplay of matt and
gloss.

Matt and high-gloss surfaces
Decors achieve their strong effect by being paired with the most appropriate texture.

PM

PG

Premium Gloss

PerfectSense Premium Gloss impresses with an amazing
reflective nature, yet also provides high surface calm.

SMSemiMatt

A surface which couldn’t look any smoother. The effect is
mainly seen in combination with uni colours.

ST9

Smoothtouch Matt

Gives both uni colours and wood decors a very natural feel,
and follows the trend towards matt surfaces.

Premium Matt

PT

PerfectSense Topmatt

An exceptionally warm and velvety feel with anti-fingerprint
property are the advantages of PerfectSense Premium Matt
and PerfectSense Topmatt.

ST2

Smoothtouch Pearl

Robust, distinctive and resistant. This surface texture is best
used with uni colours and pearlescent decors.

ST15

Smoothtouch Velvet

A smooth, flat, and easy-care surface with reduced gloss.
It highlights the quality of elegant wood and material
reproductions.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Trend
worlds

64

Today's interior design trends frequently come
without clear guidelines.
For many years, people have been focussing
on “Mix+Match”. This has eventually led to
more and more design themes. We have used
these new trend worlds as a basis for the
development of our new decors.
On the following pages, we will show you how
varied today's design trends are.

Discover all trend worlds at

www.egger.com/trend-worlds

Scan decor codes on the following pages to
get more information about product and decor
availability in the app.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Popular classics with a modern twist
The ModernClassics trend world includes our
best-selling woodgrain decors. Well-known classics
from the maple, cherry, or oak families continue to
be popular with a natural, yet modern and timeless
appearance. This is why they are chosen for longterm projects.

66

The colours of these woodgrain decors have been
adapted to harmonise
with modern materials and uni colours. If uni
colours and woodgrain reproductions in this trend
world are combined with each other, the result is
a modern classic room design.

Scan the decor code using the app.

H3860 ST9

U325 ST9

H3157 ST12

U633 ST9

H1212 ST33

U399 ST9

H3171 ST12

W1000 ST19

H1636 ST12

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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The combination of past and future
The future is more tangible than ever. Technical and
digital developments have made amazing progress.
The yearning for old and trusted values, timeless
classics, and particularly the warmth of the 50s and
60s is on the rise. The expectations of this trend
are met by integrating classic materials – marble,
textile or walnut – into the new EGGER Decorative
Collection.

68

Modern reproductions and natural textures, such as
the new, authentic surface ST19 Deepskin Excellent,
can be found in the FutureRetro trend world. The
classics are being rediscovered in new combinations
to trend themes such as black or metal.

Scan the decor code
using the app.

H3349 ST19

F204 ST9

H1714 ST19

F416 ST10

H3158 ST19

H3710 ST12

H1253 ST19

F205 ST9

H3192 ST19

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Where authenticity is desired
Authentic wood types and the charm of products
made by hand remain a fixed design element in
modern rooms. The Feelwood synchronised pore
surfaces also perfect the haptic reproduction of
such looks.

70

Cracks are noticeable and knots are deepened.
The new synchronised pore ST32 Feelwood Vintage
brings the woodgrain to life with its rough mattgloss effects. Of course, there are also current
green tones in the PureNature trend world.

Scan the decor code using the app.

H1318 ST10

H3330 ST36

H1344 ST32

U660 ST9

H1180 ST37

U600 ST9

H2033 ST10

H3408 ST38

H3154 ST36

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Perfection meets emotion
Perfection is easily achieved with the help of the
latest technology, but this is not always desirable
in design. Irregularities and imperfections, such
as cracks, splinters, handmade elements, or
weathering are also purposefully used in this case
in order to achieve a finish full of emotions and
with a natural appearance.

72

Haptics in particular are becoming increasingly
important in the age of many digital products.
The very heavy Used Look or Industrial Style in
combination with very calm and straight-lined
designs creates the PerfectImperfection trend
world.

Scan the decor code
using the app.

H1336 ST37

F434 ST20

H1331 ST10

H1345 ST32

H3176 ST37

F313 ST10

H1330 ST10

F411 ST20

H1400 ST36

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Urban design charm
Urbanisation as a megatrend influencing design.
Small living spaces in cities must be used well,
but should be designed in a minimalist way. The
influence of Scandinavian design, with its light
materials, has become significant.

74

Cool combination materials, such as concrete and
metal, and light, neutral grey tones that create the
link with urban charm populate the LightUrban
trend world.

Scan the decor code
using the app.

H1701 ST33

U705 ST9

F823 ST10

F637 ST16

H1312 ST10

H3146 ST19

H1710 ST10

F642 ST16

H1313 ST10

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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The wide spectrum of black
Under the motto “Black is back”, black has found
its way back into design via accessories such as
handles and metal frames. Black is also appearing
in surfaces, and is becoming an elegant contrast in
ultra-modern designs.
But how much black can one room take? The various
BlackOptions play a role here: High-gloss and
perfectly matt surfaces already allow the darkest
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uni colour to look entirely different. The new EGGER
Decorative Collection also offers various options for
basic black tones, such as Soft Black and Shadow
Black. In addition, wooden surfaces, combined
with black or wood types interpreted in black,
from elegant to natural, provide a wide range of
possibilities for this theme.

Scan the decor code using the app.

U999 PM

U999 PG

U999 ST19

H3190 ST19

H1702 ST33

F242 ST10

H3178 ST37

H1346 ST32

U998 ST38

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Colourful harmony
Monochrome designs are both minimalistic and
harmonious, and fit well into our smart world.
As a rule, people look for harmony in the places
where they retreat, but emotions and liveliness
should not be missing. These emotions come
from a varied colour scheme, featuring colours
of different intensities within the same colour

78

world. This also characterises design terms such
as “Nearly Black” and “Nearly White”. In addition
to trendy uni colours from the categories of
nude, taupe, and grey blue, wood and material
reproductions are also of high importance in the
ColouredMonochrome trend world.

Scan the decor code
using the app.

U232 ST9

U740 ST9

U780 ST9

H1251 ST19

U201 ST19

H1252 ST19

U830 ST9

F417 ST10

U968 ST9

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Designs with technical coolness
Hybrid products satisfy the desire for simple
solutions within the trend for synchrony. That is
why the MetalFusion trend world features decors
that are composed of metal and stone characters,
for example. A purely metallic look is also used in
designs with increasing intensity.

80

It represents innovation as well as the future,
and add technical coolness to design.
The new surface ST20 Metal Brushed also now
gives metallic reproductions an authentic look
and feel.

Scan the decor code using the app.

F500 ST20

F463 ST20

F628 ST16

F121 ST87

F461 ST10

F462 ST20

F784 ST20

F302 ST87

F629 ST16

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Seductive matt designs
Matt surfaces create very subtle, haptic emotions.
A certain naturalness is therefore also possible
for uni colours. The PerfectSense Premium Matt
lacquer finish creates an absolutely high-quality
and exciting look and feel on uni colours and
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on a wide variety of material reproductions.
Furthermore, the surface provides impressive wear
resistance. All variants can be found in the Matt
Emotion trend world.

Scan the decor code using the app.

F812 PM

U708 PM

U732 PM

U702 PM

F120 PM

U727 PM

U599 PM

F627 PM

F206 PM

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Experience the variety of the

EGGER Decorative Collection
Decors & textures in the app
1.	Launch the EGGER Decorative Collection App
on your smartphone.
2.	Use the scan function to capture any decor code.
3.	You get access to your selected texture and the decors
available with it.
4.	You can view the entire board as well as display it in 3D.

Woodgrain unis

W1000 ST19
Premium White

U201 ST19
Pebble Grey

U961 ST19
Graphite Grey

W1000 ST38
Premium White

U998 ST38
Shadow Black

U999 ST19
Black

U999 ST12
Black
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On stock

Shades of white

W1300 ST9
Glacier White

W1100 ST9
Alpine White

W1000 ST9
Premium White

W1200 ST9
Porcelain White

W980 ST2*
Platinum White

W908 ST2*
Basic White

W911 ST2*
Cream White

U705 ST9
Angora Grey

U775 ST9
White Grey

U702 ST9
Cashmere Grey

U727 ST9
Stone Grey

U748 ST9
Truffle Brown

U201 ST9
Pebble Grey

U740 ST9
Dark Taupe

U741 ST9
Lava Grey

U750 ST9
Taupe Grey

U717 ST9
Dakar Grey

U767 ST9
Cubanit Grey

Warm Greys

*Decor is also available in other textures.

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Beige & brown tones

U216 ST9
Came Beige

U222 ST9
Crema Beige

U113 ST9
Cotton Beige

U104 ST9
Alabaster White

U156 ST9
Sand Beige

U200 ST9
Beige

U961 ST2
Graphite Grey

U899 ST9
Soft Black

U999 ST2*
Black

U707 ST9
Silk Grey

U708 ST9
Light Grey

U763 ST9
Pearl Grey

U788 ST9
Arctic Grey

U732 ST9
Dust Grey

U780 ST9
Monument Grey

U960 ST9
Onyx Grey

U963 ST9
Diamond Grey

U968 ST9
Carbon Grey

Cool Greys
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On stock

PerfectSense Premium Matt

W1100 PM*
Alpine White

W1000 PM*
Premium White

U599 PM*
Indigo Blue

U702 PM*
Cashmere Grey

U727 PM*
Stone Grey

U961 PM*
Graphite Grey

F812 PM*
White Levanto Marble

F120 PM*
Light Grey Metal Rock

U708 PM*
Light Grey

U732 PM*
Dust Grey

U999 PM*
Black

F206 PM*
Black Pietra Grigia

F627 PM*
Dark Steel

PerfectSense Premium Gloss

W1100 PG*
Alpine White

W1000 PG*
Premium White

U323 PG*
Chilli Red

U702 PG*
Cashmere Grey

U727 PG*
Stone Grey

U961 PG*
Graphite Grey

F812 PG*
White Levanto Marble

U708 PG*
Light Grey

U732 PG*
Dust Grey

U999 PG*
Black

F206 PG*
Black Pietra Grigia

*Decor is also available in other textures.

On stock

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Coloured Core

(Laminates with coloured core)

W1101 ST9/ST76/PT
Solid Alpine White

W1001 ST9/PG
Solid Premium White

U7021 ST9
Solid Cashmere Grey

U8991 ST9
Solid Soft Black

U7081 ST9/ST76
Solid Light Grey

U9631 ST9
Solid Diamond Grey

U9991 PT
Solid Black

U626 ST9
Kiwi Green

U636 ST9
Fjord Green

U660 ST9
Amazon Green

U650 ST9
Fern Green

U608 ST9
Pistachio Green

U630 ST9
Lime Green

U606 ST9
Forest Green

U655 ST9
Emerald Green

U600 ST9
May Green

Natural Greens
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On stock

Living Yellows

U107 ST9
Velvet Yellow

U146 ST9
Maize Yellow

U340 ST9
Sorbet Orange

U140 ST9
Saffron Yellow

U108 ST9
Vanilla Yellow

U114 ST9
Brilliant Yellow

U163 ST9
Curry Yellow

U617 ST9
Wasabi Green

U131 ST9
Citrus Yellow

U332 ST9
Orange

U350 ST9
Siena Orange

U818 ST9
Dark Brown

U989 ST9
Black Brown

U232 ST9
Apricot Nude

U830 ST9
Caramel Nude

U328 ST9
Lipstick Red

U390 ST9
Indian Red

U807 ST9
Nougat Brown

Desert Oranges

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Infinity Blues

U646 ST9
Niagara Green

U507 ST9
Smoke Blue

U525 ST9
Delft Blue

U500 ST9
Glacier Blue

U533 ST9
Polar Blue

U515 ST9
French Blue

U633 ST9
Turquoise Blue

U540 ST9
Denim Blue

U522 ST9
Horizon Blue

U321 ST9
China Red

U323 ST9
Chilli Red

U337 ST9
Fuchsia Pink

U311 ST9
Burgundy Red

U313 ST9
Rose White

U363 ST9
Flamingo Pink

U325 ST9
Antique Rose

U330 ST9
Aubergine Purple

U399 ST9
Garnet Red

Vivid Reds
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On stock

Midnight Purples

U599 ST9
Indigo Blue

U414 ST9
Dark Violet

U404 ST9
Crocus Pink

U420 ST9
Purple

U400 ST9
Powder Violet

U430 ST9
Violet

U560 ST9
Deep Sea Blue

U504 ST9
Tyrolean Blue

U570 ST9
Midnight Blue

F204 ST9
White Carrara Marble

F812 ST9*
White Levanto Marble

F417 ST10
Grey Textile

F205 ST9
Anthracite Pietra Grigia

F424 ST10
Brown Linen

F416 ST10
Beige Textile

F206 ST9*
Black Pietra Grigia

F433 ST10
Anthracite Linen

F461 ST10
Anthracite Metal Fabric

Marble & textile

*Decor is also available in other textures.

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Concrete & stone

F637 ST16
White Chromix

F186 ST9 Light Grey
Chicago Concrete

F274 ST9
Light Concrete

F638 ST16
Chromix Silver

F187 ST9 Dark Grey
Chicago Concrete

F823 ST10
Light Cefalu Concrete

F642 ST16
Bronze Chromix

F121 ST87
Anthracite Metal Rock

F242 ST10
Anthracite Jura Slate

F509 ST2
Aluminium

F501 ST2
Brushed Aluminium

F784 ST20
Brushed Brass

F500 ST20
Metallic Inox

F463 ST20
Platinum Grey Metallic

F462 ST20
Indigo Blue Metallic

Metallics

F434 ST20
Cubanite Steelbrush
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On stock

Conifers natural

H1298 ST22
Sand Lyon Ash

H3451 ST22
Champagne Fleetwood

H1250 ST36
Navarra Ash

H3470 ST22
Natural Pine

H3404 ST38
Brown Mountain Larch

H3408 ST38 Thermo
Brown Mountain Larch

H1710 ST10 Sand
Kentucky Chestnut

H1487 ST22
Bramberg Pine

H1400 ST36
Attic Wood

Conifers light & dark

H1424 ST22
Fineline Cream

H3450 ST22
White Fleetwood

H3453 ST22
Lava Grey Fleetwood

H1401 ST22
Cascina Pine

H1486 ST36
Pasadena Pine

H3430 ST22
White Aland Pine

H3406 ST38 Anthracite
Mountain Larch

H3403 ST38
White Mountain Larch

H3433 ST22
Polar Aland Pine

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Exotics

H1122 ST22
Whitewood

H3012 ST22
Coco Bolo

H3090 ST22
Shorewood

H1123 ST22
Graphitewood

H3058 ST22
Mali Wenge

H1115 ST12
Grey-Beige Bamenda

Maple, birch & oak timeless

H3860 ST9
Champagne Hard Maple

H3349 ST19
Kaisersberg Oak

H1277 ST9
Light Lakeland Acacia

H1733 ST9
Mainau Birch

H3157 ST12
Vicenza Oak

H3158 ST19
Grey Vicenza Oak

H3840 ST9
Natural Mandal Maple

H1334 ST9
Light Sorano Oak

H1137 ST12 BlackBrown Sorano Oak
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On stock

Beech & elm

H1582 ST15
Ellmau Beech

H1511 ST15
Bavarian Beech

H1701 ST33
White Tossini Elm

H1251 ST19 Natural
Brown Branson Robinia

H1212 ST33
Brown Tossini Elm

H1210 ST33 Grey-Beige
Tossini Elm

H1252 ST19 Grey Beige
Branson Robinia

H1253 ST19 Truffle
Brown Branson Robinia

H1702 ST33 Dark
Brown Tossini Elm

Nut, cherry & fineline

H1615 ST9
Verona Cherry

H1636 ST12
Locarno Cherry

H3734 ST9 Natural
Dijon Walnut

H3700 ST10 Natural
Pacific Walnut

H1714 ST19
Lincoln Walnut

H3710 ST12
Natural Carini Walnut

H3702 ST10 Tobacco
Pacific Walnut

H3190 ST19 Anthracite
Fineline Metallic

H3192 ST19 Brown
Fineline Metallic

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Oak classic

H3131 ST12
Natural Davos Oak

H3171 ST12
Oiled Kendal Oak

H3395 ST12 Natural
Corbridge Oak

H3170 ST12
Natural Kendal Oak

H3368 ST9
Natural Lancaster Oak

H3398 ST12
Cognac Kendal Oak

H3156 ST12
Grey Corbridge Oak

H3133 ST12
Truffle Brown Davos Oak

H1199 ST12 BlackBrown Thermo Oak

H3330 ST36
Natural Anthor Oak

H3730 ST10
Natural Hickory

H3309 ST28
Sand Gladstone Oak

H1318 ST10
Natural Wild Oak

H1113 ST10
Brown Kansas Oak

H3326 ST28 GreyBeige Gladstone Oak

H3303 ST10
Natural Hamilton Oak

H3154 ST36 Dark
Brown Charleston Oak

H3325 ST28 Tobacco
Gladstone Oak

Oak authentic
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On stock

Cracked oak

H1176 ST37 White
Halifax Oak

H1336 ST37 Sand Grey
Glazed Halifax Oak

H3331 ST10
Natural Nebraska Oak

H1180 ST37
Natural Halifax Oak

H3178 ST37 Black
Glazed Halifax Oak

H3332 ST10
Grey Nebraska Oak

H1181 ST37
Tobacco Halifax Oak

H3176 ST37
Pewter Halifax Oak

H2033 ST10
Dark Hunton Oak

H3335 ST28 White
Gladstone Oak

H3146 ST19 Beige
Grey Lorenzo Oak

H1399 ST10 Truffle
Brown Denver Oak

H1312 ST10 Sand
Beige Whiteriver Oak

H1313 ST10 Grey
Brown Whiteriver Oak

H3342 ST28
Sepia Gladstone Oak

H1377 ST36 Sand
Orleans Oak

H1379 ST36
Brown Orleans Oak

H1387 ST10
Graphite Denver Oak

Oak modern

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Oak vintage

H1145 ST10
Natural Bardolino Oak

H1146 ST10
Grey Bardolino Oak

H1345 ST32
Grey Sherman Oak

H1150 ST10
Grey Arizona Oak

H1151 ST10
Brown Arizona Oak

H1344 ST32 Cognac
Brown Sherman Oak

H1331 ST10
Grey Santa Fe Oak

H1330 ST10
Vintage Santa Fe Oak

H1346 ST32
Anthracite Sherman Oak

F313 ST10
Titanium Grey Steelcut

F628 ST16
Silver Grey Metal Slate

F411 ST20
Golden Patina

F302 ST87
Ferro Bronze

F629 ST16
Black Gold Metal Slate

Metal Mix

On stock
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Worktop decors
PerfectSense Topmatt worktops with edging

W1100 PT
Alpine White

U999 PT
Black

F206 PT
Black Pietra Grigia

F627 PT
Dark Steel

F812 PT
White Levanto Marble

Compact laminate worktops

W1101 ST76
(with white core)
Solid Alpine White

U7081 ST76
(with light grey core)
Solid Light Grey

U999 ST76
Black

F186 ST9
(with dark grey core)
Light Grey Chicago Concrete

F206 ST9
(with black core)
Black Pietra Grigia

F222 ST76
(with black core)
Terra Tessina Ceramic

(with black core)

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Feelwood worktops with edging

H1176 ST37
White Halifax Oak

H1180 ST37
Natural Halifax Oak

H1181 ST37
Tobacco Halifax Oak

H1344 ST32
Cognac Brown Sherman Oak

H3176 ST37
Pewter Halifax Oak

Postformed worktops

W1000 ST 76
Premium White

U702 ST89
Cashmere Grey

U763 ST76
Pearl Grey

U999 ST89
Black

H050 ST9
Natural Woodblocks

H110 ST9
Sealand Pine

H193 ST12
Oak Butcherblock

H194 ST12
Walnut Butcherblock

H195 ST10
Castle Oak
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On stock

Postformed worktops

H197 ST10
Natural Vintage Wood

H198 ST10
Grey Vintage Wood

H1145 ST10
Natural Bardolino Oak

H1313 ST10
Grey Brown Whiteriver Oak

H1318 ST10
Natural Wild Oak

H1401 ST22
Cascina Pinie

H1486 ST36
Pasadena Pine

H2031 ST10
Black Halford Oak

H2032 ST10
Light Hunton Oak

H2033 ST10
Dark Hunton Oak

H3133 ST12
Truffle Brown Davos Oak

H3303 ST10
Natural Hamilton Oak

H3330 ST36
Natural Anthor Oak

H3331 ST10
Natural Nebraska Oak

H3730 ST10
Natural Hickory

F011 ST9
Grey Magma Granite

F012 ST9
Red Magma Granite

F014 ST9
Engelsberg Marble

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Postformed worktops

F021 ST75
Grey Triestino Terrazzo

F028 ST89
Anthracite Vercelli Granite

F041 ST15
White Sonora Stone

F093 ST15
Grey Cipollino Marble

F094 ST15
Black Copper Cipollino Marble

F095 ST87
Grey Siena Marble

F104 ST2
Latina Marble

F112 ST9
Grey Florence Marble

F117 ST76
Black Ventura Stone

F121 ST87
Anthracite Metal Rock

F186 ST9
Light Grey Chicago Concrete

F187 ST9
Dark Grey Chicago Concrete

F204 ST75
White Carrara Marble

F205 ST9
Anthracite Pietra Grigia

F206 ST9
Black Pietra Grigia

F221 ST87
Cream Tessina Ceramic

F242 ST10
Anthracite Jura Slate

F292 ST9
Beige Tivoli Travertine

On stock
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Postformed worktops

F302 ST87
Ferro Bronze

F311 ST87
Ceramic Anthracite

F333 ST76
Grey Ornamental Concrete

F371 ST89
Grey-Beige Galizia Granite

F385 ST10
Cement

F484 ST87
Rusty Sparkle Grain

F502 ST2
Finely Brushed Aluminium

F508 ST10
Black Vintage Hessian

F638 ST16
Chromix Silver

F812 ST9
White Levanto Marble

Contrast splashback panels

H192 ST10
Ornamentic Wood

F007 ST10
Terra Brown Quarry Stone

F009 ST9
Mosaic Stone

F010 ST9
Used Metal Plate

F008 ST10
Slate Grey Quarry Stone

On stock
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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More inspiration.
More possibilities.
Are you looking for contemporary and harmonious
designs for your project? Would you like to take your cue
from the “Mix & Match” trend theme? The EGGER Interior
Match shows you what is possible when combining
furniture and flooring.

In Decor Match, you can choose wood or material looks
that match the decor or, in Colour Match, the colour of
floors, doors, kitchen worktops or entire furniture.
This is how you bring harmony to your designs.
Find out more at www.egger.com/interior-match

The decor selection combines the Decorative Collection
2020 – 22 for furniture and interior design with the
PRO Flooring Collection 2021+.

Eurodekor Chipboard
H1345 ST32

interior
match

Laminate Flooring
EPL185
104

For optical harmony

Eurodekor chipboard
H1345 ST32

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
Slight deviations between furniture and flooring decors are
possible due to different surface finishes.

Choose the same decors with different textures for
floors and furniture. This is how you create unique
rooms full of character and emotion.
High-quality products guarantee durability, even
with increased use in commercial areas.
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Matching decors
Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

EPL103

H3303 ST10

EPL182**

H1318 ST10

EPL184**

H1344 ST32

EPL192

H1330 ST10

EPL043

H2032 ST10

EPL176

H1400 ST36*

EPL185**

H1345 ST32

EPL193

Grey Santa Fe Oak

H1331 ST10
Grey Santa Fe Oak

EPD003

H3332 ST10

EPL044

H2033 ST10

EPL186

H1346 ST32

EPL042

H2031 ST10

EPL170

H1122 ST22

EPL005

F812 ST9*

EPL168**

F637 ST16*

EPD044

F221 ST87

EPD046

F638 ST16*

EPL207**

F021 ST75

EPL166**

F186 ST9 Light Grey
Chicago Concrete

EPD043

F121 ST87

EPD045

F242 ST10

EPL171

H1123 ST22

Hamilton Oak
Test

Vintage Santa Fe Oak

Grey Sherman Oak

Dark Hunton Oak

Whitewood

Cream Tessina Ceramic

Light Grey Chicago
Concrete

Graphitewood

Natural Hamilton Oak

Vintage Santa Fe Oak

Grey Sherman Oak

Dark Hunton Oak

Whitewood

Cream Tessina Ceramic

Graphitewood

* The decor is available with different textures.
** The decor is available with different product finishes.
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Natural Wild Oak

Light Hunton Oak

Anthracite Sherman
Oak

Light Levanto Marble

Chromix Silver

Anthracite Metal Rock

Natural Wild Oak

Light Hunton Oak

Anthracite Sherman
Oak

White Levanto Marble

Chromix Silver

Anthracite Metal Rock

Cognac Brown
Sherman Oak

Attic Wood

Sereda Oak

Black Halford Oak

White Chromix

Grey Triestino Terrazzo

Anthracite Jura Slate

Cognac Brown
Sherman Oak

Attic Wood

Grey Nebraska Oak

Black Halford Oak

White Chromix

Grey Triestino Terrazzo

Anthracite Jura Slate

Colour-coordinated decors
Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

Flooring

Furniture/
interior design

EPL183**

H1312 ST10

EPL200

H3157 ST12*

EPL201

H3309 ST28

EPL202

H3326 ST28

EPL180**

H1399 ST10

EPL181

H3133* ST12

EPD038

F205 ST9

Light Sherman Oak

Grey Beige Arcani Oak

Grey Parrini Marble

Sand Beige Whiteriver
Oak

Grey Beige Gladstone
Oak

Light Bayford Oak

Grey Soria Oak

Vicenza Oak

Truffle Brown Denver
Oak

Sand Arcani Oak

Brown Soria Oak

Sand Gladstone Oak

Truffle Brown Davos
Oak

Discover the decors www.egger.com/interior-match-decors

Anthracite Pietra Grigia

Colour-coordinated
Coordinated floor and furniture
decors create harmonious
living spaces. In an interesting
interplay with the interior
design, you can create an
expressive ambience in which
the details create a harmonious
overall picture.

Laminate
H3326 ST28
Grey-Beige Gladstone Oak

Laminate Flooring
EPL202
Grey Beige Arcani Oak

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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EAST_en_1498178_09/2022_SCG
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions. Colour-matching decor selection only possible on the original sample.
Due to variables in the printing process, colours may vary slightly from the actual product. Subject to technical modifications and printing errors.

www.egger.com
Bulgaria

Croatia

CZ / SK

EGGER Bulgaria

EGGER HR / BA

EGGER CZ s.r.o.

t +359 24 96 20 20

t +385 42 302 161

t +420 495 531 531

info-bg@egger.com

info-hr@egger.com

info-cz@egger.com

Greece

Hungary

Lithuania

NC Arbor Timber Products

EGGER Hungary

EGGER Baltic UAB

t +30 210 800 2145

t +36 30 6700233

t +370 5219 00 03

info-gr@egger.com

info-hu@egger.com

sc.baltics@egger.com

Poland

Romania

Serbia

EGGER Poland

EGGER Romania

EGGER RS / ME / MK / XK

t +48 61 650 36 01

t +40 372 438 000

t +381 62 283842

info-pl@egger.com

info-ro@egger.com

info-rs@egger.com

Slovenia

Turkey

Ukraine

EGGER Slovenia

EGGER Dekor A.Ş.

EGGER Ukraine

t +386 40 301619

t +90 262 648 45 00

t +38 044 577 16 77

info-si@egger.com

info-tr@egger.com

info-ua@egger.com

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG

SC EGGER România SRL

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG

Holzwerkstoffe

Str. Austriei 2

Holzwerkstoffe

Weiberndorf 20

PO Box 38

Tiroler Straße 16

AT-6380 St. Johann in Tirol

RO-725400 Rădăuţi, jud. Suceava

AT-3105 Unterradlberg

t +43 50 600 - 10159

t +40 372 4 - 38000

t +43 50 600 - 12217

info-sjo@egger.com

info-rau@egger.com

info-urb@egger.com

EGGER Biskupiec sp. z o. o.

EGGER Baltic UAB

Biskupiec-Kolonia Druga

Žygio str. 90 – 61

ul. św. Józefa 1

LT-08234 Vilnius

PL-11-300 Biskupiec

t +370 5219 00 03

t +48 89 332 81 03

sc.baltics@egger.com

info-bis@egger.com

